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Decision Report
To:

Mayor and Councillors

From:

Transport Manager

Date:

Wednesday, 5 September 2018

File reference:

Document: 2451143
Appendix A: 2451146

Portfolio holder:

Councillor Adams

Meeting date:

Wednesday, 26 September 2018

Subject:

Transport Decision Report – 2018-19 AWT strategy

Recommendation:
THAT the report be received, and
THAT Council approves the proposed strategy for Sealed Pavement Rehabilitation projects in
the 2018/19 to 2020/21.

1

Purpose

This report presents a proposed strategy for implementation of the Sealed Pavement
Rehabilitation programme in the current 3 year cycle of the Long Term Plan 2018-2028.
A Council Resolution is requested whereby the strategy, for the current three-year cycle, as
outlined in this report is approved.
The matter or suggested decision does not involve a new activity, service, programme,
project, expenditure or other deliverable.

2

Background

The LTP budgets for Sealed Pavement Rehabilitation for the next three financial years are as
indicated in Table 1 below.
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T ABLE 1: SEALED ROAD R EHABILITATION BUDGETS 2018/19 TO 2020/21

LTP
2018-19
2019-20
2020-21
Total for three year cycle

Budget Amount
910,000.00
940,240.00
971,370.00
2,821,610.00

The latest Forward Works Programme for the Sealed Road Network which was compiled for the
Transport Team in November 2017 (HDC 3 Forward Works Programme 2018_2020, Craig
McKay, M#2453021) identified potential pavement rehabilitation treatment sites with an
estimated total cost of $ 12.6 million over this 3 year period.
It is therefore necessary to prioritize and plan ahead in order to roll out a rehabilitation
program which will achieve the best possible return on investment. NZTA as a funding partner
has also indicated that they would like to see evidence that the return on investment approach
was followed.
A strategy that achieves the required construction program in a systematic manner is also
outlined below.

3

Issue and options

In order to arrive at a prioritized list a four step process was followed:
1. Shortlists of potential treatment lengths were extracted from the Forward Works
Programme (prepared by McKay Consultants), as well as the DTIMS modelling done
under the RATA Service Level agreement. DTIMS is a computer model that uses road
data such as traffic counts, pavement data, and surface condition to model road
deterioration over time.
2. An initial screening of these sites were done by the Technical Services Roading Team
during a series of site visits.
3. Pinnacles Consultants were subsequently appointed and tasked with prioritizing a
shortlist of 7 sites based on safety risk to motorists, risk of failure due to subgrade
conditions and loading, and financial risk. This prioritization report can be found in
Appendix A. The priorities of selected sites are presented in Table 2.
4. These treatment sites (in order of priority) were then priced based on a comparison
with the pavement rehabilitation projects which were completed in the 2017/18
financial year. A summary of how these costs were derived can be found in Table 3
below.
T ABLE 2: SELECTED TREATMENT LENGTHS PRIORITIZED

Priorities
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Road
Old Tauranga
Kaihere Rd
Hauraki Rd
Central Rd South
Awaiti West Rd
East Coast Rd
Pipiroa Rd

Position
RP 4674 to 5050, length = 376
RP 7950 to 9038, length = 1088
RP 4800 to 5300, length = 500
RP 18 to 1710, length = 1692
RP 818 to 2207, length = 1389
RP 10138 to 10792, length = 654
RP 2704 to 4100, length = 1396
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T ABLE 3: ROUGH COST ESTIMATES FOR SELECTED TREATMENT PROJECTS

Treatment

Old Tauranga
Kaihere Rd
Hauraki Rd

Central Rd South
Awaiti West Rd
East Coast Rd
Pipiroa Rd
Total

Estimated Project Cost of
Cost ($) (including Rehab/m2
all phases)
255700
685400
1475000

1082900
764000
385900
921400
5 346 000

Comments

100 Upper pavement failure. Cost based on
Waihi Beach AWT
100 Cost based on Waihi Beach AWT
250 Crossfall correction and soft subgrade
will require full depth reconstruction, as
well as water pipeline relocation. Cost
based on recent Hauraki Rd AWT.
100 Cost based on Waihi Beach AWT
100 Cost based on Waihi Beach AWT
100 Cost based on Waihi Beach AWT
100 Cost based on Waihi Beach AWT

It is important to note that the costs for Hauraki Rd is based only on the pavement
rehabilitation component of the project. The actual cost of the project is expected to be
significantly higher as it is located in an urban area and will therefore also include other
components which will have an impact on budgets such as Drainage Renewals and Minor
Improvements. On the recently completed section of Hauraki Rd (similary length) this
associated cost was approximately $240k. The assessed maintenance needs for Hauraki Rd
was priced and forecasted at approximately $65k for the next four years in the Pinnacles
report. Based on the high cost of full pavement reconstruction it is considered to be a more
prudent approach to undertake maintenance activities in order to defer rehabilitation as long
as possible. Due to the envisaged nature of the work required it is unlikely that a
reconstruction in future will differ significantly in scope from what is required currently.
In terms of implementation the roading team plans to move towards a position where designs
and planning are finalised a year ahead of construction and therefore would like to commence
with designs of the top 3 priority roads immediately. The main motivation for this is to allow
these projects to be put out to tender during the winter months when it is most likely to attract
competitive pricing.
In summary the following strategy is proposed (Estimated time-line and expense represented
in Table 4):
1. Commence investigations and designs for Old Tauranga Rd, Kaihere Rd, Central Rd
South
2. Action identified maintenance activities on Hauraki Rd, East Coast Rd and Pipiroa Rd.
3. Carry over remaining funds to 2019/20 financial year.
4. Go out on tender for Old Tauranga Rd, Kaihere Rd and Central Rd South in May to June
2019. These projects can then be constructed in the 2019/20 construction season.
5. Re-assess the situation and other potential rehabilitation projects towards the end of the
2018/19 financial years and adjust priorities if necessary.
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T ABLE 4: ESTIMATED E XPENDITURE FOR P ROPOSED STRATEGY

Financial year
Rehab budget

2018-19
910 000

2019-20
940 240

40 000
40 000

215 700
645 400

40 000

1 042 900
40 000

Old Tauranga
Kaihere Rd
Hauraki Rd
Central Rd South
Awaiti West Rd
East Coast Rd
Pipiroa Rd
Estimated expenditure
Over-/Under+ Budget

4

120 000 1 944 000
790 000 -1 003 760

2020-21
971 370

724 000
40000

764 000
207 370

Total
2 821 610

Comments

Design + Construction
Design + Construction
Defer
Design + Construction
Design + Construction
Only Design and
maintenance
Defer
2 828 000
-6 390 Balanced over 3 years

Significance and Engagement Assessment

This decision does not trigger the Significance and Engagement Policy Assessment Tool and
therefore is not considered significant under the Significance and Engagement Policy 2014.
The level of engagement considered appropriate for this matter, at this point in time, is to
inform (i.e. one-way communication disseminating information) the general public by making
this report available.

5

Budget Implications

The implementation of this strategy will not have an effect on the allocated budgets but a
transfer of funds from one financial year to the next in the following three-year period might
be required.

6

Recommendation

Council should make its decision on which option to choose based on that option being the
most cost effective, and good quality option for the Hauraki District (s10 of the Local
Government Act 2002).
It is recommended that Council approves the proposed strategy for Sealed Pavement
Rehabilitation projects in the 2018/19 to 2020/21, based on the reasons as outlined in this
report.

Lukas de Haast
Transportation Manager
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Appendix A:
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HDC Prioritisation of Pavement Renewal Sites
Hauraki District Council (HDC) have engaged Pinnacles Civil to undertake prioritisation of a short list
of potential pavement renewal sites. The HDC forward work programming (FWP) has developed a list
of sites on the network requiring pavement renewal within the next 1-3 years. From the FWP output a
short list of seven potential sites has been developed by HDC personnel. Construction of all seven
sites in the 2018/19 construction season will not be possible. Therefore, prioritising the optimal order
of completing these renewals is required.
The prioritisation method is based on risk, firstly the risk to HDC road users from the work not being
completed and secondly the financial risk of not completing the pavement renewal (i.e. which site will
cost the most if maintained rather than renewed).
Pinnacles Civil have undertaken on-site assessment of all 7 sites to determine the safety risk to road
users and the current maintenance requirements. Extrapolation of the maintenance trend, based on
historical maintenance records and the current need, has been used to determine a forecasted cost
expectation for the next 3 years. A combination of forecasted expectation ($ per m 2 of the site) and
the subgrade risk factor was used to determine prioritisation. The subgrade risk has been applied to
reflect that the speed of site deterioration can be linked to the type of subgrade and the loading upon
it. A poor subgrade is significantly more likely to deteriorate quickly, as loads increase on these
subgrades the risk of deterioration happening quicker will increase comparably.
The prioritisation process has produced the following ranking of the sites;
1 – Old Tauranga Rd (medium risk, highest cost m2, poor condition)
2 - Kaihere Rd (high risk, high cost m2)
3 – Hauraki Rd (very high risk, mid-level cost)
4 – Central Rd South (medium risk, mid-level cost m2)
5 – Awaiti West Rd (medium risk, mid-level cost m2)
6 – East Coast Rd (lowest risk, mid-level cost m2)
7 – Pipiroa Rd (lowest cost m2, drought related defects)
Further detail on each site is provided in Appendix A and in the Assessed Maintenance and
Historic_Forecasted Maintenance excel spreadsheets provided as supporting information to this
report.
An 8th site on Waihi Beach Road has also been assessed. This was included by Pinnacles Civil for
comparison as the current condition presents a potential safety risk for road users. Safety concerns
centre around wheelpath flushing on curves and the approach to curves. The recommended remedial
treatment for this site is watercutting of the flushed areas. Watercutting will reduce the flushing and
provide approximately 2-3yrs further life meaning this site does not need to be included in the priority
ranking. Watercutting will need to be completed in 18/19 to address the safety risk, it is
recommended that this be completed as soon as resource is available to address safety concerns. This
site will require a pavement renewal in the medium term.
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HDC Prioritisation of Pavement Renewal Site

Safety Risk Assessment
On-site assessment of safety risks was based upon identification of other site factors that when
combined with a pavement in poor condition will present a significant risk to road users. A good
example of this would be severe flushing and pot holing on the apex of a high-speed curve meaning
the pavement fault could likely contribute to vehicle loss of control.
Factors considered included;





Alignment – vertical and horizontal.
Context of the site to the surrounding area (e.g. a sharp curve in an otherwise straight
alignment).
Site geometrics - super elevation and cross fall
Speed environment

The safety risk assessment was designed to identify risks based on the environment of the site. It is
assumed that required maintenance or a pavement renewal will be completed nullifying risk related
to the maintenance need.
All 7 of the sites assessed do not have any significant risk factors.
The 8th site on Waihi Beach does have safety concerns relating to flushing on curves. Maintenance
(watercutting) will address this concern.

Maintenance Cost Assessment
The combination of historic and current maintenance requirements has been used to assess each
site and to forecast expected maintenance costs for the next 3 years. Historic maintenance
quantities have been sourced from RAMM with the current maintenance need determined by onsite assessment by a roading practitioner. Forecasted maintenance is a straight-line extrapolation of
the maintenance trend, this is the same method used by NZTA in maintenance cost models for NPVs.
The use of extrapolation is favoured as it is representative of the specific performance of the site.
Any bias due to site conditions, quality of construction or traffic loading will by default be reflected
in the historic maintenance quantities. Sites with little recent historic maintenance and a large
quantity of older maintenance can create a negative maintenance trend. Given the current site
condition it is unrealistic that future maintenance will not be required, it is more likely that current
need will continue. Forecasted quantities for sites with a negative trend is assumed to be the same
as the current assessed quantity. It is assumed RAMM maintenance activity records are correct and
a true representation of the site.
Maintenance quantities have been converted into a cost using current HDC Maintenance contract
rates. This cost has been converted to $ per m2 to allow comparison of sites irrespective of their
size. The quantity of maintenance area as a percentage of the site has also been identified for
comparison.
Assessed maintenance summaries are included in Appendix A for each site. It is recommended that
maintenance be completed for sites where the pavement renewal is deferred (lower priority sites).
A subgrade / loading risk assessment has been applied to further assist with prioritisation. This is
used to provide further information on the risk of the site deteriorating and is based upon the
relationship between traffic loading (equivalent standard axles or ESA) and the quality of the
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HDC Prioritisation of Pavement Renewal Site
subgrade. Poor subgrades are a known risk in the HDC network, primarily in the Plains ward, which
means site condition can deteriorate very quickly. The risk rating is used in conjunction with the cost
assessment to identify the highest priority sites.
The subgrade / loading risk is matrix applied to assess risk level is shown below. The design of the
matrix demonstrates the effect of the subgrade quality being the critical factor. Daily ESA are a
product of daily traffic volumes and traffic classifications and are a calculated number in the RAMM
Traffic & loading table.
Subgrade

Daily ESA
0 – 14

15 - 29

30 - 44

45 & above

Good (sand or
rock)

Low / accept

Low / accept

Low / accept

Low / accept

Average (clay)

Low / accept

Medium /
monitor

Medium /
monitor

High / manage

Poor (peat
/susceptible
soils)

Medium /
monitor

High / manage

High / manage

Very High / Avoid
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HDC Prioritisation of Pavement Renewal Site

Prioritisation
The table below outlines the prioritisation process and outcome.
Safety Assessment
Site Name

Finding

Central Rd
South

Straight road, no
safety risks.

East Coast
Rd

Semi urban,
70km/hr, no safety
risks.

Kaihere Rd

Old
Tauranga
Rd
Pipiroa Rd

Slight curves, high
speed approach.
No major risk.
Straight road, no
safety risks.
Straight road, no
safety risks.

Rating

Low risk –
assuming
maintenance
is
completed.

Historic
Repairs
(% of site
repaired)

Maintenance Need
Current
Forecasted (over 3
yrs)
Area
Cost ($)
Cost
Area
(m2 / % of
($ /
(% of site)
site)
m2)

Subgrade
/ Loading
Risk

Ranking

34%

1,556m2 /
14%

33,455

21%

8.12

41%

703.5m2 /
18%

10,881

24%

7.04

Low

6

110% (qty
> site area)

1,907.5m2 /
28%

32,914

56%

17.45

High

2

26%

566m2 /
22%

16,980

37%

17.60

Medium

1

69%

354m2 /
4%

4,410

6%

1.54

High

7

Medium

4

Comment

Peat
subgrade,
low ESA,
mid-level
cost.
Sand
subgrade.
Cost 5 x
Pipiroa.
Peat
subgrade,
2nd highest
cost.
Highest
cost. Clay
subgrade.
Lowest
cost.
Drought
site.
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HDC Prioritisation of Pavement Renewal Site
Safety Assessment
Site Name

Awaiti
West Rd

Hauraki Rd

Waihi
Beach Rd

Finding

Rating

Straight road, no
safety risks.

Low speed, low
safety risk.

Flushing in
wheelpaths
creating risk of loss
of control.

Low risk –
assuming
maintenance
is
completed.

Risk –
repairs need
to be
completed.

Historic
Repairs
(% of site
repaired)

Maintenance Need
Current
Forecasted (over 3
yrs)
Area
Cost ($)
Cost
Area
(m2 / % of
($ /
(% of site)
site)
m2)

Subgrade
/ Loading
Risk

Ranking

18%

2,481m2 /
32%

27,660

38%

8.26

Medium

5

21%

1,690m2 /
29%

27,700

37%

10.36

Very High

3

57%

1,286m2 /
16%

9,002

29

3.11

High

Comment

Mid-level
cost,
medium
risk.
Highest risk
due to
loading on
peat. Midlevel cost.

n/a

Additional
site not
ranked.
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HDC Prioritisation of Pavement Renewal Site

Appendix 1 – Site Summary Sheets
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HDC Prioritisation of Pavement Renewal Site

Central Road South – Ranking 4
Straight road with reasonably low traffic loading. 14% of site currently needs repairs. Peat subgrade
with low ESA so subgrade risk rating is medium.
Medium risk with mid-level cost per m2 = middle ranking site.

Site Information
Road Name:
Treatment Length ID:
Area (Ward):
Start RP:
18

Central Road South
4904
Plains
End RP:
1,710

Road ID:
Classification:
Sub – Area:
1,692m
Length:

21
Local
Plains Rural
Area:
10,830m2

ADT:

%HCV:

Daily
ESA:

Subgrade
Type:

87

10

7

Peat

Photos

Safety Assessment
No safety risk based on the site environment.





Alignment – straight road.
Context of the site to the surrounding area – in context. Intersection near start of site is
controlled.
Site geometrics – ok, not unsafe.
Speed environment – open road.

Historic Maintenance Quantities
Refer to Central Rd South tab of Historic_Forecasted Maintenance.xls

Assessed Maintenance Need
Refer to Central Rd South tab of Assessed Maintenance.xls
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HDC Prioritisation of Pavement Renewal Site

East Coast Road – Ranking 6
Semi urban 70km/hr section with some slight curves. 18% of site currently needs repairs. Sand
subgrade reduces risk.
Low risk with mid-level cost per m2 = low ranking site. Rated higher than Pipiroa based on cost being
nearly 4 times that of Pipiroa.

Site Information
Road Name:
Treatment Length ID:
Area (Ward):
Start RP:
10,138

East Coast Rd
6612
Plains
End RP:
10,792

Road ID:
Classification:
Sub – Area:
Length:
654m

885
Collector
Kaiaua
Area:

ADT:

%HCV:

Daily
ESA:

Subgrade
Type:

771

5

30

3,860m2
Sand

Photos

Safety Assessment
No safety risk based on the site environment.





Alignment – slight curve, not high-speed curve.
Context of the site to the surrounding area – in context.
Site geometrics – ok, not unsafe.
Speed environment – 70 km/hr, semi urban area.

Historic Maintenance Quantities
Refer to East Coast Rd tab of Historic_Forecasted Maintenance.xls

Assessed Maintenance Need
Refer to East Coast Rd tab of Assessed Maintenance.xls
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HDC Prioritisation of Pavement Renewal Site

Kaihere Road – Ranking 2
Site has had equivalent of 110% of area repaired over last 15 years. 28% of site currently needs
repairs. Peat subgrade with reasonable amount of ESA results in high risk rating. Cost is the highest
of all sites.
High risk with 2nd highest cost per m2 = priority site, ranked 2nd. Rated higher than Hauraki Rd due to
cost per m2 and because Hauraki Rd is low speed environment.

Site Information
Road Name:
Treatment Length ID:
Area (Ward):
Start RP:
7,950

Kaihere Rd
6730
Plains
End RP:
9,038

Road ID:
Classification:
Sub – Area:
1,088m
Length:

42
Arterial
Plains Rural
Area:
6,855m2

ADT:

%HCV:

Daily
ESA:

Subgrade
Type:

527

8

44

Peat

Photos

Safety Assessment
No safety risk based on the site environment.





Alignment – slight curves, mixed with straight.
Context of the site to the surrounding area – in context, though curve approaches are high
speed.
Site geometrics – ok, not unsafe.
Speed environment – open road, speed reduction through curves.

Historic Maintenance Quantities
Refer to Kaihere Rd tab of Historic_Forecasted Maintenance.xls

Assessed Maintenance Need
Refer to Kaihere Rd tab of Assessed Maintenance.xls
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HDC Prioritisation of Pavement Renewal Site

Old Tauranga Road – Ranking 1
Straight arterial road with reasonable traffic volumes and a clay subgrade. 22% of site currently
needs repairs. Clay subgrade is less likely to deteriorate quickly than peat sites. Cost per m2 is
highest.
Highest cost and in poor condition = priority site, top ranked sites. Rated higher than Kaihere Rd and
Hauraki Rd due to cost.

Site Information
Road Name:
Treatment Length ID:
Area (Ward):
Start RP:
4,674

Old Tauranga Rd
6466
Waihi
End RP:
5,050

Road ID:
Classification:
Sub – Area:
376m
Length:

708
Arterial
Waihi Rural
Area:
2,560m2

ADT:

%HCV:

Daily
ESA:

Subgrade
Type:

687

5

26

Clay

Photos

Safety Assessment
No safety risk based on the site environment.





Alignment – straight road.
Context of the site to the surrounding area – in context.
Site geometrics – good.
Speed environment – open road.

Historic Maintenance Quantities
Refer to Old Tauranga Rd tab of Historic_Forecasted Maintenance.xls

Assessed Maintenance Need
Refer to Old Tauranga Rd tab of Assessed Maintenance.xls
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Pipiroa Road – Ranking 7
Straight road with reasonably low traffic loading. 6% of site currently needs repairs (lowest of all
sites). Peat subgrade with reasonable ESA so subgrade risk rating is high. Likelihood of quick
deterioration is reduced by the low level of defects currently (i.e. wide scale deterioration not likely
when 6% only needs repair).
Lowest maintenance need, lowest cost = lowest ranking site.

Site Information
Road Name:
Treatment Length ID:
Area (Ward):
Start RP:
2,704

Pipiroa Rd
5698
Plains
End RP:
4,100

Road ID:
Classification:
Sub – Area:
1,396m
Length:

83
Collector
Plains Rural
Area:
9,215m2

ADT:

%HCV:

Daily
ESA:

Subgrade
Type:

835

6

27

Peat

Photos

Safety Assessment
No safety risk based on the site environment.





Alignment – straight road.
Context of the site to the surrounding area – in context.
Site geometrics – ok, not unsafe.
Speed environment – open road.

Historic Maintenance Quantities
Refer to Pipiroa Rd tab of Historic_Forecasted Maintenance.xls

Assessed Maintenance Need
Refer to Pipiroa Rd tab of Assessed Maintenance.xls
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Awaiti West Road – Ranking 5
Straight road with reasonably low traffic loading. 18% of site currently needs repairs. Peat subgrade
with low ESA so subgrade risk rating is medium.
Medium risk with mid-level cost per m2 = middle ranking site.

Site Information
Road Name:
Treatment Length ID:
Area (Ward):
Start RP:
818

Awaiti West Rd
4768
Paeroa
End RP:
2,207

Road ID:
Classification:
Sub – Area:
1,389m
Length:

310
Local
Paeroa Rural
Area:
7,640m2

ADT:

%HCV:

Daily
ESA:

Subgrade
Type:

152

10

11

Peat

Photos

Safety Assessment
No safety risk based on the site environment.





Alignment – straight road.
Context of the site to the surrounding area – in context.
Site geometrics – ok, not unsafe.
Speed environment – open road.

Historic Maintenance Quantities
Refer to Awaiti West Rd tab of Historic_Forecasted Maintenance.xls

Assessed Maintenance Need
Refer to Awaiti West Rd tab of Assessed Maintenance.xls
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Hauraki Road – Ranking 3
Urban site in Turua adjacent to recent rehab site which is in poor condition. 29% of site currently
needs repairs. Peat subgrade with highest ESA of the 7 sites makes subgrade risk rating very high.
Cost is mid-level and less than half of Kaihere.
Highest risk with mid-level cost per m2 = priority site, ranked 3rd. Rated lower than Old Tauranga and
Kaihere due to cost.

Site Information
Road Name:
Treatment Length ID:
Area (Ward):
Start RP:
4,800

Hauraki Rd
5187
Plains
End RP:
5,300

Road ID:
Classification:
Sub – Area:
500m
Length:

36
Arterial
Turua
Area:

ADT:

%HCV:

Daily
ESA:

Subgrade
Type:

2,827

8

223

5,900m2

Peat

Photos

Safety Assessment
No safety risk based on the site environment.





Alignment – straight road, urban with intersections.
Context of the site to the surrounding area – in context.
Site geometrics – average but not a safety issue due to low speeds.
Speed environment – 50km/hr urban area.

Historic Maintenance Quantities
Refer to Hauraki Rd tab of Historic_Forecasted Maintenance.xls

Assessed Maintenance Need
Refer to Hauraki Rd tab of Assessed Maintenance.xls
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Waihi Beach Road – Ranking n/a
Site Information
Road Name:
Treatment Length ID:
Area (Ward):
Start RP:
1,299

Waihi Beach Rd
6131
Waihi
End RP:
2,183

Road ID:
Classification:
Sub – Area:
Length:
884m

765
Arterial
Waihi Rural
Area:
8,220m2

ADT:

%HCV:

Daily
ESA:

Subgrade
Type:

2,755

10

207

Clay

Photos

Safety Assessment
Flushing in wheelpath presents a risk to roadusers by increasing the likelihood of loss of control.
Curves within the site extent are an increased risk.





Alignment – mix of curves and straight.
Context of the site to the surrounding area – in context.
Site geometrics – ok, not unsafe.
Speed environment – open road, high speed curves.

Historic Maintenance Quantities
Refer to Waihi Beach Rd tab of Historic_Forecasted Maintenance.xls

Assessed Maintenance Need
Refer to Waihi Beach Rd tab of Assessed Maintenance.xls
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